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*264  Abstract

Building upon EU law obligations to open national electricity markets for competition, the Netherlands specifically
prohibited private companies from maintaining or acquiring ownership entitlements in electricity distribution networks. In
Essent, the Court of Justice held that, despite art.345 TFEU proclaiming that the Treaties remain neutral regarding Member
States’ property ownership systems, EU internal market provisions impose limits on particular ownership choices made in
that respect. This comment conceptualises those limits as building blocks for an EU constitutional playing field in which
Member States’ art.345 TFEU choices directly contribute to striking a refined balance between State and market.

Introduction

The direct effect of supranational market freedoms and the ensuing judicial development of the EU internal market

created an unprecedented playing field for balancing EU market freedoms vis-à-vis interventionist national regulation. 1

The Court of Justice’s case law on the four freedoms fundamentally constrained national regulatory autonomy in
the service of an ever-progressing EU internal market, and indirectly established a refined balance between economic

freedom and state regulation. 2  Within this constellation, virtually all Member State rules can be subjected to Court-led
internal market scrutiny, which could result in their disapplication in relation to goods, services, persons, and capital

originating from other Member States. 3

In relation to national property law rules, however, art.345 TFEU expressly proclaims that the Treaties shall in no way
prejudice the rules in Member States governing the system of property ownership. As a result, EU law would seem

to remain neutral vis-à-vis the format and structure of national property law systems. 4  The Court’s Grand Chamber
judgment of October 22, 2013 in the Essent case confirmed that *265  such neutrality can no longer be maintained in

the present stages of EU internal market integration. 5  Rather than creating a shield against internal market scrutiny,
art.345 TFEU neutrality should be interpreted as providing a sword to establish an even more refined balance between
economic freedom and state intervention in the marketplace.
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This comment outlines the Court’s approach in Essent and the resulting role of art.345 TFEU in the European Union’s
economic constitutional law framework. The section that follows briefly sets the scene by restating the two interpretations
that emerge consistently in relation to art.345 TFEU neutrality. The Essent case and the Court’s clear choice for only
one of those interpretations are then discussed. Finally, the comment provides an analysis of the implications of that
choice for the constitutionally sanctioned balance between state and market underlying EU internal market law.

Two approaches to Article 345 TFEU neutrality

Article 345 TFEU states that the Treaties shall not prejudice the rules governing the system of property ownership in the
Member States. The provision particularly addresses systemic choices that any Member State makes in relation to the
nature and format of property titles. Such titles can be held or transferred in the public domain (i.e. by the State, public
authorities or public undertakings), in the realm of private law or between public and private operators (nationalisation

or privatisation of property titles). 6  Those fundamental property choices—and only those choices—cannot be prejudiced

by EU law. 7

Two interpretations of art.345 TFEU have been distinguished in that regard. 8  In the first interpretation, art.345 TFEU
completely shields or exempts the format of property ownership choices from Court-led internal market scrutiny. Member
States would retain full regulatory autonomy to determine and define a system of property ownership within their
national legal orders in complete disregard of any demands posited by EU internal market law. In this understanding,
Member States can—at will, yet in conformity with their own national (constitutional) laws—decide whether to
nationalise or privatise ownership entitlement claims and to restructure national property systems without any concern

about infringing EU fundamental freedoms. 9  Member States’ autonomy in that regard is nevertheless limited in both
scope and scale.

First, art.345 TFEU neutrality would, in this interpretation, only allow Member States to make a choice in relation
to whether property rights would be held by a public or private body. As such, it does not guarantee EU law’s

deference towards changes in the actual exercise of property rights in particular *266  situations. 10  This interpretation
therefore sustains a conceptual distinction between systemic measures (the existence and format of property rights) and
situational changes in ownership (the exercise of those rights). EU free movement rules would continue to structure and

confine situational changes in ownership, yet defer systemic choices to the Member States. 11  In practice, however, EU
policy-makers and judges have refrained from offering clear guidance as to what systemic measures are, rendering the

application of the artificial difference between systemic and situational measures difficult and rather unpredictable. 12

Secondly, it remains unclear whether the privatisation or nationalisation of a particular undertaking could always benefit
from the art.345 TFEU shield. In his Opinion in Essent, A.G. Jääskinen argued that the choice to keep particular
undertakings within a specific sector shielded from private ownership could fall within the exemption of art.345 TFEU. He
did not, however, clarify whether the exemption would also apply if national law only shielded one specific undertaking
—rather than one particular sector—from private ownership. The Advocate General’s statement that art.345 TFEU
property choices have to be made in a non-discriminatory and proportionate way appears to indicate that this may not

be the case. 13  If that were true, however, national ownership choices would still be subject to EU principles of non-
discrimination and proportionality, which also form part of Court-led internal market scrutiny. It would then be difficult
to justify the fact that national property choices and formats should always be shielded completely from such scrutiny.

The second interpretation avoids the above-mentioned problems associated with the exemption approach by formally
embedding the totality of art.345 TFEU in the wider EU economic constitutional law framework, which also includes
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the fundamental freedoms and the competition law provisions. 14  In that understanding, art.345 is used as a sword for
the European Union to assess national property choices in the light of an ongoing market integration project.

In this interpretation, Member States remain capable of transferring property titles from the private to the public realm or
vice versa. These transfer operations are no longer shielded, however, but need to be conducted in compliance with other
EU law provisions, such as freedom of establishment and the free movement of capital. As a result, national property
ownership choices can be restrained directly as a matter of EU primary law. Any nationalisation or privatisation of
property entitlements could potentially comprise a (non-)justifiable restriction of the Treaty free movement provisions.

The extent to which reliance on art.345 could actually justify free movement restrictions remains unclear within this
second interpretation. While it could be maintained that the choice for a particular property regime comprises an
overriding reason in the public interest, the Court’s case law clearly states that *267  economic objectives cannot

be considered as overriding reasons. 15  Modifications to property regimes could, in that regard, be considered to be
motivated by economic reasons that could not be justified under EU free movement law. If that were the case, however,
the distinctive added legal value of art.345 remains doubtful, as it would not appear to tolerate particular national
property law choices.

The Court’s judgment in Essent

The Essent judgment allowed the Court to take a clear stance on the scope of art.345 TFEU in relation to EU internal
market fundamental freedoms. The circumstances in which the judgment came to being are rather specific and appear
against the background of a particular framework of EU-induced market liberalisation in the electricity sector. This
section first outlines this factual background, illustrates the ways in which both art.345 interpretations resurfaced
throughout the case, and analyses the Court’s clear choice for only one of those interpretations in its Grand Chamber
judgment.

Article 345 and electricity unbundling

In an attempt to enhance competition in the offering of electricity services within the internal market and to avoid

monopolistic publicly owned electricity undertakings hampering such competition, 16  the European Union mandated
that access to electricity transmission and distribution facilities should be granted to different suppliers in a non-

discriminatory way. 17  A particular instrument to enhance competition lay in the compulsory unbundling of undertakings
that controlled both the infrastructure and the provision of electricity services. Unbundling implied that legal and
functional separations had to be built between infrastructure and service providers that were previously combined in

one vertically integrated undertaking. 18  Such unbundling could result in the effective divestment or re-allocation of
ownership entitlements held by particular public or private undertakings.

Consecutive EU liberalisation packages gradually yet increasingly required a more enhanced separation between

infrastructure providers and suppliers of electricity. 19  The supply of electricity takes place through infrastructural
transmission and distribution networks. Transmission networks ensure that electricity generated can be transported
to different distribution substations. Distribution networks enable the continued transport from those substations to

natural or legal persons’ premises. 20  Given the important strategic value of transmission networks to ensure the delivery
of electricity towards all substations, Directive 2009/72 required full ownership unbundling of transmission network

operators and suppliers/generators of electricity. 21  As a result, transmission networks could not be owned by electricity
generating or supplying companies. Additional governance safeguards were put in place to avoid any remaining conflicts

of interest in that regard. *268  22
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Distribution networks have not (yet) been subjected to similar stringent unbundling requirements as a matter of EU
law. EU law only required their functional separation from a vertically integrated undertaking—without, however,
mandating their divestment or ownership unbundling. The liberalisation Directives consistently stated that:

"Where the distribution system operator is part of a vertically integrated undertaking, it shall be independent at least in
terms of its legal form, organisation and decision making from other activities not relating to distribution. Those rules
shall not create an obligation to separate the ownership of assets of the distribution system operator from the vertically

integrated undertaking." 23

As such, distribution networks could remain part of a larger undertaking engaged in the generation or supply of

electricity. 24

In implementing the EU liberalisation packages, the Netherlands went beyond obligations imposed by EU secondary law
and established a clear group prohibition. Any undertaking involved in the generation or supply of electricity could not
directly or indirectly maintain ownership entitlements—through shares or otherwise—in a distribution network operator

active in the Netherlands and vice versa. 25  The group of which the distribution system was part could not engage

in activities unrelated to distribution or adversely affecting the operations of that system. 26  As a result, distribution
systems could only be owned by companies or groups of undertakings specialised in electricity distribution. Those "group
prohibition" and related activities restrictions imposed by Dutch law did not, in themselves, address the public or private
nature of electricity undertakings’ ownership.

In addition, however, Dutch law also imposed a more controversial "privatisation prohibition" on distribution network
operators. In accordance with that prohibition, shares in distribution system operators could only be maintained by and
transferred among the State of the Netherlands, the provinces of the Netherlands or its municipalities, or other specified

legal persons, all of whose shares were owned, directly or indirectly, by those authorities. 27  Ownership over distribution
networks thus had to be kept in the hands of approved Dutch public authorities or in undertakings owned by those
authorities. Publicly owned undertakings involved in a distribution network operator, on the one hand, could not engage
in activities related to the generation or supply of electricity in the Netherlands. Privately owned undertakings, on the
other hand, had no opportunity to be involved in distribution network operations in the Netherlands.

Three Dutch electricity undertakings engaged in both the distribution and the supply of electricity argued that the Dutch
system was contrary to EU internal market law. The Netherlands claimed that the choice of prohibiting privatisation was

captured by art.345 and therefore shielded from EU internal market law scrutiny. 28  As a result, the group prohibition
and related activities restrictions would also fall outside the realm of EU law, or would at the very least be justified as
overriding reasons in the public interest. As the Dutch courts were divided on the scope of art.345 TFEU and its place

in the Treaty framework, the Dutch Supreme Court eventually referred the matter to the Court of Justice. *269  29

The Court’s judgment

Contrary to the Advocate General, who sought to reconcile the shield and sword interpretations of art.345, 30  the Court
clearly favoured the sword interpretation. It held, in a rather blunt fashion, that art.345 TFEU does not mean that rules
governing the system of property ownership in the Member States are not subject to the fundamental rules of the TFEU.
Those rules "include, inter alia, the prohibition of discrimination, freedom of establishment and the free movement of

capital". 31  Consequently,
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"the fact that the Kingdom of the Netherlands has established, in the sector of electricity or gas distribution system
operators active in its territory, a body of rules relating to public ownership covered by Article 345 TFEU does not mean

that Member States are free to disregard, in that sector, the rules relating to … free movement …." 32

National property choices are indeed always to be made against the background of binding EU primary and secondary
law provisions. The Court therefore proceeded to analyse the privatisation prohibition in the light of the Treaty’s
fundamental freedoms.

The Court focused particularly on the free movement of capital in art.63 TFEU. The free movement of capital notion

inter alia includes the ability to acquire shares in an undertaking in order to exercise control over that undertaking. 33

Such ability would be restricted if national provisions imposing quantitative or qualitative restrictions on investments

made in one Member State directly applied to companies established in other Member States. 34  In this case, the
privatisation prohibition meant that no private investor could acquire shares or interests in the capital of an electricity
or gas distribution system operator active in the Netherlands. As a result, it restricted investment opportunities in

distribution network operators for companies established in other Member States. 35  Not surprisingly, the group
prohibition was to be read in the same light. As the prohibition restricted any company active in the generation or
supply of electricity in the Netherlands to own shares in Dutch distribution network operators, and vice versa, the free

movement of capital was once again restricted. 36  Additional restrictions placed on related activities further curtailed

the free movement of capital. 37

The Court subsequently questioned the extent to which those restrictions could be justified as overriding reasons in the
public interest. In relation to the privatisation prohibition, the Court held that the reasons underlying the choice of the
rules of property ownership adopted by the national legislation within the scope of art.345 TFEU should not necessarily

be economic in nature, but should rather reflect public interest considerations. 38  Those considerations could, in return,
comprise factors that may be taken into consideration as circumstances capable of justifying restrictions on the free

movement of capital. 39  The national court was specifically called upon to inquire into those considerations. 40

The Court devoted more time to analysing justificatory overriding reasons in the light of the group prohibition. It held
that the group prohibition and related activities restrictions contributed to ensuring *270  undistorted competition
on the markets for the generation/production, supply, and trade of electricity and gas in the Netherlands, and to
guaranteeing adequate investment in the electricity and gas distribution systems. The Court first of all held that the
objective of undistorted competition on those markets is also pursued by the TFEU, the Preamble to which underlines
the need for concerted action in order to guarantee, inter alia, fair competition, the ultimate aim of that action being

to protect consumers, which also constitutes an overriding reason in the public interest. 41  The Court also maintained
that the objective of guaranteeing adequate investment in the electricity and gas distribution systems was designed to
ensure, inter alia, security of energy supply, an objective that the Court has also recognised as being an overriding reason

in the public interest. 42  The fact that EU secondary legislation favoured the unbundling of distribution networks from

suppliers was also considered to present an additional justificatory argument. 43  The national court remained responsible

for determining the proportionality of the national measures. 44  In essence, however, the Court gave a clear signal that

those measures were to be justified as a matter of EU law. 45

National property law choices in the EU internal market after Essent

The Essent judgment provides a clearer picture of the relevance of art.345 within the European Union’s constitutional
balance between state intervention and market freedoms in the wake of market liberalisation. The Court not only clearly
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opted for the second—sword—interpretation of art.345 TFEU, it also offered more specific guidance as to how national
property law choices could strategically be employed in the service of the EU internal market project.

This section submits, in particular, that the Essent judgment allowed the Court to identify and sustain an experimental
market organisation framework in which art.345 plays a constitutive role in enabling and restraining Member States’
market regulation powers. In doing so, art.345 confirms the complementary roles of State and market as internal market
building blocks. Those building blocks serve to shape a competitive market environment based on fair competition. In
that understanding, State ownership can be tolerated or encouraged to the extent that it contributes to the fair functioning
of the internal market. Essent should be read as directly inviting Member States to experiment with public ownership
structures that contribute to such a fair competition image. At the same time, however, Member State experimentation
will continue to be policed by the Court on a case-by-case basis, reconfirming the Court’s primary role in maintaining
and developing EU internal market law. These claims will now be discussed in more detail.

State and market as complementary internal market building blocks

Despite arguing that policy justifications underlying Member State ownership choices could be taken into account as
non-economic reasons for the assessment of justifications for free movement restrictions related to the privatisation

prohibition, 46  the Court did not address in a clear and detailed fashion what those reasons could be. The Court only
—yet firmly—reiterated that the European integration project promotes a particular intertwining of State (ownership)
and market freedoms in order to achieve the operationalisation of the internal market. *271

In expressing this market-State intertwining, the Court first of all distinguished Essent from other cases where property

rights conflicted with free movement provisions, 47  most notably the "golden shares" cases. 48  In those cases, restrictions

were created by privileges that public authorities attached to their position as shareholders in a privatised undertaking. 49

In Essent, the privatisation prohibition served as a means to enhance competition among electricity providers and thus
to open national markets for competition. Rather than restricting competition in the marketplace, a prohibition on
privatisation ensured that a public authority held shares in a distribution system that was predominantly to be used by

a wide variety of private electricity suppliers. 50  State ownership in that understanding was said to contribute to the
development of a competitive market for electricity supply in the Netherlands.

State and market are usually contrasted as two incompatible ways of organising an economic system. 51  In EU law,
however, State and market have long been intertwined in the Treaty framework, thus creating a playing field in

accordance with which States and markets have distinctive roles in the European Union. 52  A shift can be noticed

in that regard from the State being a market participant to the State being a market regulator and/or supervisor. 53

Active State participation in the market economy has severely been restrained, whereas the regulation and enforcement

of free and competitive markets has become a major responsibility of Member States. 54  In the realm of liberalised
markets, EU law obliged the Member States to establish national regulatory authorities tasked with overseeing non-

discriminatory access to infrastructural services. 55  As such, Member States’ roles in liberalised markets are relegated
to organising, maintaining, and facilitating competitive market conditions for all market operators. Whereas that role
could be operationalised through the organisation of effective market supervision structures, EU law does not seem per
se to exclude other forms of market participation by the State that also effectively contribute to competitive market
conditions. *272

Essent confirms this intertwining of State and market within EU internal market law. State property choices—governed
by art.345 TFEU—can in that understanding contribute to the creation of an internal market and guarantee the effective
functioning of that market. As Member States remain at liberty to decide upon the public or private nature of ownership
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entitlements, EU law would not impede—and could even be said to promote—public ownership claims that seek to
enhance the effectiveness of the internal market in electricity. Public ownership entitlements could thus fall within the
scope of non-economic justifications of free movement restrictions, if and to the extent that they contribute to the
realisation of non-economic ends serving the proper or adequate functioning of competitive markets.

State ownership as a fair competition guarantee mechanism in a competitive market environment

The Essent judgment predominantly hints at one type of such non-economic ends serving the proper or adequate
functioning of competitive markets, i.e. State-structured concerted action that seeks to guarantee or enhance fair

competition within a market environment. Since the ultimate aim of fair competition is the protection of consumers, 56

States can take particular measures with a view to enhancing consumer choice and ensuring that consumers effectively
have access to a variety of service providers offering such choices within a fair market environment. While the Court on

previous occasions contested that consumer protection was the ultimate goal of EU competition law, 57  it most certainly

acknowledged the importance of consumer protection as one of the keystones of EU internal market integration. 58  To
the extent that nationally structured property ownership arrangements contribute to the corrective goals of enhancing
consumer protection in the interest of fairness in the marketplace, they could be relied upon to justify restrictions of free
movement entitlements.

The judgment’s references to the security of energy supply also incorporate a similar fairness image. If and to the
extent that Member States could not take measures to guarantee the security of energy supply, electricity undertakings
could "capture" a State in complying with conditions set by those undertakings, thereby impeding the State from
exercising its market supervision powers effectively and consumers benefiting from State-supervised liberalised markets.
A fair distribution of operating, regulatory and supervisory tasks between Member States and private undertakings
therefore also justifies the placing of particular limits on those undertakings’ powers in relation to electricity supply and
distribution activities.

Both consumer protection and the security of energy supply reflect a non-economic fairness image that can be said to have

provided substance to the Dutch choice for State ownership as a matter of EU law. *273  59  The Dutch choice for public
ownership over distribution networks in that understanding presents one way of enhancing fairness in the EU market
place. It enables representatives of the "public interest" to keep control over electricity distribution networks. At the
same time, however, it equally allows for the transfer of public ownership entitlements between public authorities, thus
creating a market between different public authorities for control over distribution networks. The Court did not consider
the extent to which the establishment of a market in shares held by public authorities in distribution networks actually
contributed to the fairness image EU law seeks to project. The privatisation prohibition is nevertheless believed to
substantiate this fairness approach effectively by entrusting public authorities with ownership over distribution network
operations. Whereas EU law requires those networks to be available for different competing suppliers in a fair and non-
discriminatory way, Member States retain some autonomy in determining how fair access can be ensured. As Essent
made clear, reliance on public ownership and the transfer of distribution network shares between public authorities fall

within the scope of such autonomy. 60

EU law does not indeed object per se to this division of public and private ownership entitlements in the service of fair
competition. On the contrary, art.345 TFEU neutrality allows for such division to the extent that it contributes to the
fair competition image the EU internal market project seeks to promote. Public ownership over national distribution
networks thus presents one facet of permissible State intervention, at least to the extent that a Member State is able to
justify such ownership choices as directly contributing to the fair functioning of competitive electricity supply markets.
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State ownership as experimental market governance in a multi-layered setting

The fair competition understanding substantiates the sword interpretation underlying art.345 TFEU as outlined in this
comment. Member States remain at liberty to create a specific ownership regime, yet that regime is subject to conditions
determined by the requirements of the internal market and of fair competition on that market. As such, fair competition
standards determine the boundaries of a playing field within which Member States can develop and design market
regulation and supervision mechanisms that structure those EU boundary conditions into workable regulatory regimes.
That playing field apparently not only includes extensive secondary law provisions, but also unwritten "consumer
protection" overriding reasons that allow Member States to experiment with State ownership as a market governance

mechanism contributing to an image of fairness. 61

In this image, art.345 TFEU plays a constitutive role in maintaining judicial oversight over the development of national

experimental market governance methods grounded in national property choices. 62  Ownership entitlements comprise
one means to ensure fair and non-discriminatory access to infrastructure for competitors and to structure or guarantee
consumer choice. More than imposing a single solution of either public or private ownership claims, art.345, read
in combination with the internal market provisions, serves as an instrument to induce Member States to continue
experimenting with innovative governance structures where public ownership could contribute to the market. As long as
those entitlements contribute to ensuring fair competition rather than to protecting Member States’ vested interests in
particular sectors, *274  Member States remain at liberty to rely on public ownership or to choose a private ownership
solution that guarantees fairness as well.

By outlining the—vague—conditions under which public ownership entitlements are desirable, the Court creates a
dynamic playing field within which Member States can continue to engage in State intervention through public ownership
that contributes to fair competition in the internal market. Entrusting ownership of distribution network operations
to public authorities appears to fall within the limits of such a playing field. At the same time, however, Essent does
not create a clear and predictable framework within which national experimental choices can be developed. Rather, the
Court encourages Member States to self-assess whether property choices could be justified in the light of non-economic
reasons and to experiment with property entitlement choices following such self-assessment. Article 345 in that image
allows the Court to look into national property choices without clearly imposing strict guidelines as to how those choices
should be made.

The experimental governance scheme read into art.345 TFEU does not, therefore, provide clear boundaries as to where
national experimentation should end and EU internal market requirements prevail. As such, experimentation results
in significant uncertainty for Member States when trying to develop alternative property choices. Article 345 therefore
continues to provide little—if any—guidance in that regard and is unlikely to protect choices that remain difficult or
impossible to justify without reference to fair competition, unless and until the Court identifies additional reasons in
accordance with which State ownership choices can be justified.

Essent at the very least showcases that the Court is willing to police and structure such developments by providing case-
by-case guidance to the Member States as to how public ownership entitlements could be relied on. In doing so, the Court
firmly remains at the helm of the judicial development of the European Union’s attempt to balance State interventions in

a transnational market economy on the basis of open-ended economic constitutional law principles. 63  Article 345 TFEU
structures Member States’ experimentation opportunities in a constitutional framework of internal market integration.
Whereas the European Union is not to make a choice relating to the public or private nature of ownership entitlements,
Member States have to rely on either ownership regime in the interests of the internal market. Article 345 TFEU
neutrality only persists, therefore, if such neutrality does not frustrate the emergence of an internal market in which fair
competition plays a quintessential role. Member States will thus have to justify their public ownership choices in the
light of such a fairness image.
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Conclusion

The Essent judgment clearly states that, while Member States remain at liberty to opt for a particular property law
system, the system itself and any changes made thereto may not frustrate the fundamental freedoms supporting the
internal market. Changes in property structures will therefore only be compatible with EU law if and to the extent that
they do not impose non-justifiable restrictions on EU fundamental freedoms. According to the Court, such changes can
be justified if they contribute to a market environment grounded in fair competition.

In adopting this position, the Court promoted an instrumental reading of art.345 TFEU. That provision was said to
reflect a constitutional benchmark empowering Member States’ legal orders to contribute to the realisation of the internal
market through experimental national property law choices. While EU law does not indeed prejudice national ownership
system choices, the Court appeared firmly willing and able *275  to crystallise the background policy conditions within
which those choices are to be made. Essent confirmed that a fair yet competitive market environment comprises at least
one of those background policy conditions.

Pieter Van Cleynenbreugel

Leiden Law School, The Netherlands
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